
FSI GO
The Mobile Engineer

The smart network that 
connects your workforce 
no matter where they are



Stay in touch and
on message with your 
mobile workforce
As the fast-paced nature of the Facilities Management industry 
continues to accelerate, the need to keep your workforce informed 
and connected to your organisation – without constant supervision 
– is more critical than ever.

FSI GO gives your organisation a platform to meet this need, 
delivering leading, industry-focused activities that ensure your 
workforce always has access to the right information at the right 
time. This portal enables a continuous flow of information between 
back-office operations and engineers in the field and provides 
reassurance that your workforce is safe and secure.



All the information you 
need for increased efficiency 
and responsiveness
Bespoke tools simplify tedious admin tasks such as checking in, 
submitting timesheets, logging mileage or recording expenses. At the 
same time, you can track and assist your workforce, follow remote 
operations in real-time, and deliver tasks and data directly to their 
smartphones or tablets supported on Android or iOS.

With this information flow feeding directly into your Concept Evolution 
system, it allows you to log audits, surveys, routines, security checks 
and more quickly and simply in one central database.

By unlocking this direct, instantaneous flow of data into the right 
location on your system, you become faster and more responsive. Plus, 
when customer queries are presented, everyone in your organisation 
has the most up-to-date information to answer these at their fingertips.



Secure Logon / Authentication

Multiple Application Support

Multi-Platform

Data Synchronisation Services

Application Synchronisation

RFID / NFC Support

Barcode & QR Codes Support

Signature & Capture

Some of the key features included in the FSI GO portal include:

FSI GO features

Published Document Viewer

Data Encryption

Geo-Notifications

Messaging 

Off-Line Data Store

Web Service Call Out

Device Registration

Photo Capture & Annotation



The advantages of FSI GO

Offline, but on-track
FSI GO’s offline capabilities, including real date & time 
stamping, allows work to continue even when workers 
stray from network coverage – with the system 
updated as soon as the device is back in range.

Always in the loop
Field your teams' feedback and real-time updates 
directly into Concept Evolution. Helpdesks and clients 
always have access to the latest intel. Costs and 
timings are captured accurately 
and immediately.

Lightening the load
Eliminate paperwork and reduce back-office admin. 
FSI GO apps act as an extra admin department, 
keeping your data completely current while certain 
required admin tasks are fulfilled automatically.

Share apps for your needs
Configure apps that are both bespoke in their 
functionality and universal in their connectivity. Our 
portal enables you to seamlessly create unique apps 
that meet the demands of your specific environment.



What does the standard FSI GO pack include?

Task Manager
Automatically delivers task information to your 
mobile workforce, supporting the full lifecycle of 
the task from initial risk assessment to closure.

Ad-hoc Tasks
Empowers your mobile workforce to raise 
tasks 
on-the-fly, either for self-completion or 
assigned 
to another team member, so issues can be 
reported and rectified immediately.

Asset Manager
Collate, mobilise and verify your asset data in 
the field with minimum time or effort, with full 
support for barcodes/QR codes and aligned to 
your asset structure in Concept Evolution.

Audit Now
Enable your team to complete audits at any time 
in any place, with access to both pre-defined and 
ad-hoc audits on your device.



Supervisor App
Delegate work on-the-go to your engineers to ensure work never falls 
off the radar and your engineers are never overloaded.

Portering App
Provide clear and timely guidance for porters in settings where speed 
and safety are essential. Individual icons for specific tasks can be shown, 
providing clear and simple instructions to your workforce.

Cleaning Now
Keep your customers and workforce safe while delivering an efficient 
cleaning service. Scan barcodes and QR codes at specific locations from 
the app to receive task details, and upload ‘route information’ on patrol 
tasks to provide safe, correct routes for your cleaners.

Alongside the standard FSI GO offering, further apps are also 
available based on your requirements:

Additional FSI GO apps



Become more responsive and connected to your remote 
workforce than ever before, with access to real-time 
information and data on any device, on-the-go.

With fully scalable solutions for both large organisations and 
smaller companies, FSI GO ensures that everyone has access to 
the information they need when they need it. We empower your 
mobile teams to conduct their work with greater accuracy, 
efficiency and security.

It is time to unlock the true potential of your mobile workforce…

FSI. Technology for a smarter world.

Discover your one-stop 
mobile workforce solution

+44 (0) 1708 251900
info@fsifm.com | www.fsifm.com
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